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The Interview
of someone already in the 
Career Learning Area

· What do they like about the CP?
· What would they like to see improved?
· How did they make their decision what CP to 
select?
· Would they make the same decision if they had 
to do it over again?



Title Slide
Business and Management

Names in group

Overview
of

Career Learning Area

Skills Learned

Interview

of student in 

Career Learning Area

Sam Redman
Ron Hackman

Steve Nayor Tavis Stockdale

Create Storyboard

When finished turn in to me for approval

Next, one person will create all the slides 
needed and share the presentation with 
everyone in the group.

Name it... Per 1_Business and Management

No reason to put a name on it because it's 
a group project. Make sure all first and 
last names are on the Title Slide (1st).



What goes in your slideshow about your 
Career Learning Area?

After your presentation to the class, the audience 
should have a general understanding about what it 
would be like to be in the CLA. 

What do they do in the CLA?

What classes do they take?

What skills do they learn?

What kind of career does it prepare them for?

Sources to use: Oregon CIS research, DDHS 
Curriculum Guide, and the CLA Fair



Slideshow Tips

Avoid Using Too Much Text on the Slide - Write in the form of bullet points.

Avoid Fancy fonts - Choose a font that is simple and easy to read such as Arial, 
Times New Roman or Verdana. You may have a really cool font on your 
computer, but save it for other uses. 

Don't use more than two different fonts – one for headings and another for 
content.

Keep all fonts large enough (at least 18 pt and preferably 24 pt) so that people at 
the back of the room will be able to read them easily.

Use contrasting colors for text and background - Dark text on a light background 
is best.

Keep your color scheme consistent throughout your classroom presentation.

Apply animations to graphics to make a point, not to entertain.

By Wendy Russell, About.com


